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Jamaica 220
Malaysia 311–13
Philippines 200, 215–16
protection of commitments 215–16
Singapore 191, 200, 210
Sri Lanka 218
control of Australian economy 98
East India Company see East India Companies (British and
Dutch)
equality of treatment claims 132
Hull formula, use of 210
intervention in Iran 38–9, 72, 74
legitimate expectations, law as to 354–5
Libyan oil nationalisations, protest against 408
nationalisations, House of Lords ruling 440
oil contracts with Canada 24
parent corporations’ liability, recognition of 151
Privy Council statement on control of entry 89
property
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common law right 194
concept of 194
property rights 422
rearrangement of oil contracts 75
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United Nations
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Millennium Development Goals 154
report on foreign investment legislation 95
report on law of state responsibility 120
resolutions as lex ferenda 446
United Nations Charter
outlawing of use of force 69, 280
self-determination, and 297
states’ adherence to obligations under 244–6
United Nations Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States see Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States
United Nations Commission on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD)
bilateral investment treaties, survey of 3, 354
code on restrictive business practices 56
code on transfer of technology 56
creation 66
fair and equitable standard, on 354
publications 66
study of BITs 190
support for BITs 173
support for developing countries 60–1
UNCTC’s role in 55, 66
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function within UNCTAD 55, 66
studies on multinationals 55
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overview 242
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on 244
preamble 243
renegotiation of contracts, provisions for 244
respect for national sovereignty, provisions on 243–4
social controls, provisions on 247–8
United Nations Council on Namibia, Decree No. 1 75
United Nations General Assembly
NIEO resolutions 1, 442, 445–6
resolution on permanent sovereignty over natural resources
74, 434, 435–6
resolutions as opinio iuris 82
resolutions on permanent sovereignty over natural resources
1, 445, 447
United States
Alien Tort Claims Act
competing obligations, as to 472–3
human rights liability under 150, 472–3
jurisdiction under 27
litigation under 62, 150–1
secessionist wars, as to 148–9
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anti-bribery legislation 246
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BITs
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changing policy towards 182
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equality of treatment 42
exceptions in 222–3
fair and equitable standard 204
inﬂuence of NAFTA arbitrations 174–5
model BIT 222–3, 371–2, 459–60
balance between investment and development 235
changes to 233
comparison with NAFTA 24
expropriation rules 208
fair and equitable standard 182, 204
Hull formula 120
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national treatment 336
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pre-entry rules 132, 137, 186, 269–70
property rights 194, 371–2
Singapore 204
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control of Australian economy 98
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corporation-friendly nature of law 62
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entry rights 26
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treaties, in 25
excluded sectors 90
Exon–Florio Amendment
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national security issues 458
purpose 90, 91–2, 98
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FCN treaties
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signing of 180
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Helms–Burton Act 156, 388
Hickenlooper Amendment 63
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human rights legislation 78
increasing control 112
intellectual property rights
sanctions 44–5
Trade Representative’s role 46, 47
intervention for breach of contract, policy on 279–80
intervention in Iran 72
Iran see also Iran–US Claims Tribunal
FCN treaty with 181–2
freezing bank accounts 156
intervention in 38–9, 74, 75–6
Treaty of Amity 434, 435–9, 450
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national security 24, 69, 92, 457, 458
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dispute with Peru 446–7
Supreme Court ruling 440
nationalisations aimed at 106
necessity defence 461–5
Nicaragua, intervention in 245
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act 1988 90 see also
Exon–Florio Amendment above
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position on compensation for nationalisations 24
pre-entry rules 88
property rights 423
protection of rights via treaty practice 90
protectionism 90
Reagan, Ronald, policy statement on foreign
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restricted sectors 90
right of entry provisions 89
Sherman Act, extraterritorial application of 155–6
Siberian gas pipeline dispute with Soviet Union 156
sovereign wealth fund investment 69, 457
Soviet Union, investment treaty with 458
state responsibility for injuries to aliens
conﬂict with Latin America 124–8
legal opinion on 120
Trade Representative’s role 273
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overview 450–1
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rule of mediate injury, on 121, 123
state responsibility for injuries to aliens, on
121, 123
treatment of aliens, on 19
Venezuela
local equity conditions 96
oil industry alliances 60
oil industry restructuring 71, 75
promissory notes dispute 315
Venezuelan Claims Commission, national standard of
treatment, on 125
Verdross, A.
deﬁnition of ‘property’ 191
international law and investment contracts, on 291
Versailles, Treaty of 426
Vietnam
BITs
signalling function 172
signing of 185
Singapore 212
control of foreign investment 92
Hull formula, use of 211, 212
mixed approach to regulation 71
wholly owned subsidiaries, use of 107
Vitoria, Francisco de
equality of aliens with nationals, on 19
free trade ideal, on 104
protection of right to trade, on 90
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waivers 320–1
wars
compensation for destruction 213–15
outlawing by UN Charter 280
‘Washington Consensus’
deﬁnition 66
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‘water war’ dispute 325–7
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protection in BITs 107, 325
use of 199–200
windfall proﬁts
oil industry 75
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actor in foreign investment, as 65–6
foreign investment guidelines
discounted cash ﬂow method of valuation, as to 451
fair and equitable standard, as to 349
inﬂuence of classical theory of investment 50–1
issuing of 240–1
overview 24, 237–8, 242
impact of anti-globalisation protests on 3–4
inﬂuence of classical theory of investment 50
MIGA, promotion of 50
property rights, approach to 133–4
studies on foreign investment 58
study of BITs 172–3
support for liberalisation 2, 24, 25–7, 48, 60–1,
63, 143
view on efﬁcacy of international investment
instruments 51
‘Washington Consensus’, role in 49
World Heritage Convention, listing under 110, 231
World Trade Organization (WTO)
actor in foreign investment, as 66–7
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, inﬂuence of TRIPS
on 46
Cancun Meeting see Cancun Ministerial Meeting
(WTO)
competition as WTO discipline 57
Doha Declaration see Doha Declaration
Doha Meeting see Doha Ministerial Meeting (WTO)
emphasis on development 144–5
formation of 240–1
free trade ideal, and 104
GATS see General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS)
GATT see General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT)
impact of anti-globalisation protests on 3–4
increased emphasis on economic development 26–7
intellectual property see Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
international instrument on investment see international
instrument on investment
investment agreement, moves towards 67, 241,
242, 267
investment measures, overview of 238, 262–7
investment rules within competence of 2, 80, 94
local equity conditions, and 113
origins 2, 25
prohibition of performance requirements 94
relevance to foreign investment 120
Seattle Meeting see Seattle Ministerial Meeting (WTO)
Singapore Meeting see Singapore Ministerial Meeting
(WTO)
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standards of treatment, approach to 269–71
TRIMS see Trade Related Investment Measures
(TRIMS)
TRIPS see Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS)
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